Efficient
Profitable
Secure

Working in concert with your POS system to deliver the highest level of
security while enhancing the guest experience. The RAILTM pay-at-the-table
payment platform eliminates the standard trips back and forth between the
POS terminal and the table, allowing greater focus on customer service.
The RAIL payment platform with Point-to-Point Encryption (P2PE) offers
the versatility to accept multiple forms of payment at the table including
EMV, Mag-stripe and NFC-based mobile payments.

• Delivers enhanced guest capability:
- multiple split options
- automatic tip calculator
- flexible payment options

• Reduces traditional 8 trips to POS and
Table down to 1
• Enables staff to focus on dining experience
• Provides significant savings from increased
staff efficiency and incremental revenue
• Delivers proven ROI from back of house
operations, cost efficiencies, and increased
sales
• Enhances guest and restaurant security
by ensuring the credit card never leaves
the guest’s possession
• Provides peace of mind security with
P2PE, PCI and EMV certification

Completing the Ultimate Dining Experience...Together

Delivering Security, Efficiency,
and Flexibility to the Hospitality
Industry
The RAIL by TableSafe provides the best in class pay-at-thetable solution that compliments the dining experience you’ve
worked so hard to build for your guests. The RAIL payment
platform is delivered at the end of the meal, like a standard
check presenter. The RAIL provides guests the ability to split
their bill, calculate tip and pay with a variety of payment choices.
The RAIL offers the highest protection against credit card
theft and data breaches by encrypting data within the

device, utilizing P2PE and eliminating the need to store
credit card information on the POS. The PCI PTS, SRED and
EMV certifications will bring your restaurant to a new level of
security, providing peace of mind for you and your guests.
The RAIL will support all major mobile payment platforms,
along with traditional Mag Stripe and chip enabled cards.

Proven ROI
The RAIL Saves Restaurants
5 min Reconciling Receipts
8 min Closing Out Server Shift
45 min Office Labor to Validate Tips
85 % . Thermal Paper Usage

The RAIL
14 %
5%
6-10 min

Delivers
Increase in Server Tips
Incremental Sales Growth
Faster Table Turns

Completing the Ultimate Dining
Experience
Integrating the RAIL platform with your POS system delivers
an un-paralleled level of service. The RAIL eliminates the
need to close tables at the terminal, enabling the servers to
focus on their dining guests.

“

Since the RAIL expedites the payment process, guests
conclude their dining experience happier and quicker,
resulting in an enhanced customer experience and faster
table turns.

What it costs to purchase and run the RAIL has been offset by everything that goes
on behind the scenes. I believe this to be the grand cru of what is out there for us. It’s
the best of the best and it’s the way of the future!

“

-Director of Operations - Emory’s on Silver Lake Restaurant, Seattle, WA
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